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August 29, 2012 

 

 

Comment: 
Is everyone present and accounted for? Patiently waiting to meet Raina! Hi Raina, glad to get to 

meet you on this blog! You have picked an absolutely wonderful place to work!!!!!  

 

Comment: 
Hi, Raina! Welcome to the crazy family of Critter Nation!  

 

Comment: 
Hi Raina. Welcome to the chat. We hope to see you here often!  

 

Comment: 
Welcome Raina. You're gonna love us!  

 

Comment: 
Hello Raina. Welcome to the CN & WCV. We've heard things about you since your arriving at 

WCV.  

 

Comment: 
Hello, Raina! Welcome to WVC...and to critter nation/eagle nation!  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Thanks everyone! I'm really excited to be here.  

 

Comment: 
Good afternoon Raina and Amanda. A warm welcome from your new Canadian friends. ♥♥  

 

Comment: 
Welcome Raina to the wonderful world called Critter Nation.  

 

Comment: 
GREAT PROFILE PIX RAINA! WELCOME TO EN/CN!!  

 

Comment: 
Hi and welcome to CN Raina!! We really aren't too scary.......I hope:-)  
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Comment: 
Hi Raina! Welcome to Critter Nation! Nice to meet you  

 

Comment: 
Raina, you couldn't be in better company than CN. and WCV.  

 

Comment: 
Welcome, Raina! I hope you love your job & that CN doesn't drive you crazy!!  

 

Comment: 
FOR RAINA: What experience have you had with wildlife? AND how did you decide to put in 

an application for WCV? Had you heard much about it?? [how incredible it was!?]  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Before coming here, I was working at Cattus Island County Park in Toms River, NJ (so that 

answers any questions about where I'm from!) I was a Naturalist at the park, and I did 

tours and public programs about native wildlife in NJ. I was hoping to relocate from NJ 

to VA, and I found this perfect job at the WCV...so I applied. A few months later, here I 

am..and I'm loving! Jakermo, I did not know the full extent of wonder that is the 

WCV...but I followed the Rock Stars a bit, so I was clued in. :)  

 

Comment: 
Welcome on board Raina...been looking forward to meeting you!  

 

Comment: 
Hi, Raina, welcome to our place online... we will be very nice to you for sure!  

 

             ๏  ๏):  
Hello Raina - I would like to welcome you to the Wildlife Center of Virginia and our online 

community. We look forward to getting to know you.  

 

Comment: 
oh, a fellow Joisey goil! :)))  

 

Comment: 
Just get use to the obsession with water tubs and melons Raina!  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Oh, don't scare her ...  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Thanks, Congowings! And yes, Jersey Girl through and through...this whole "pumping my own 

gas" thing is taking some time to get used to. 
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Comment: 
Raina, if followed the Rock Stars then that makes you an official member of CN!  

 

Comment: 
Sounds to me, Amanda, there isn't much that will scare Raina!  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
That's what I'm counting on ...  

 

Comment: 
First 2 questions for Raina - what is your favorite animal - and when is your birthday!!!!  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Hmmm..favorite animal is tough. Not sure I have a favorite, though I do seem to gravitate 

towards snakes and predatory mammals, I think? And my birthday is coming up...a 

couple weeks after Amanda! September 13th.  

 

Comment: 
Hi Raina, welcome..........  

 

Comment: 
Raina, from one South Jersey (Atco) girl to another, hello and welcome to a group of the most 

wonderful people I have come across.  

 

Comment: 
Is someone looking up "predatory mammal" slippers?  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Ooooh, like bobcats? Foxes?  

 

Comment: 
Oh dear....you have now gvien CN your birthdate! Be prepared for slippers....  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Oh, goodness. Bobcats are awesome. 

 

Comment: 
Welcome to Va. Raina!!  

 

Comment: 
Welcome Raina, we are harmless...really!!!!!  

 

Comment: 
Heya, Raina, and welcome! Our 19 special needs kids are thrilled to have you with us! We have 

been watching Critter Cam for more than a year and have learned so much about wildlife 

and our wonderful Critter Nation. Our kids come from extremely difficult backgrounds 
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and feel a real sense of community here. OUR QUESTION: How did it feel [ emotionally 

and physically ] to hold barred owl for foot and feather check this past Monday? We are 

SOOOO jealous!  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Thanks, Caleb! Physically, it was difficult holding the Barred Owl. They are strong birds! 

Emotionally, it just felt really great to be helping to care for the bird. He did really great 

throughout the foot and feather check...a real trooper!  

 

Comment: 
Jersey Girls don't scare easy  

 

Comment: 
I only have 2 seconds but wanted to say Hi to Raina and welcome. Will scroll back later.  

 

Comment: 
Hi Raina, Welcome to EN/CN from another Jersyite, Middltown actually.Glad you are with us.  

 

Comment: 
Wow, right off the bat katiesmom was able to get the date of Raina's Birthday! lol Some at WCV 

like to keep us guessing:)  

 

Comment: 
Raina, hope your first week went well, and you are not too overwhelmed with the workload. Am 

a member of CN because of Mom Norfolk's death, the move of the eaglets to WCV, and 

the ensuing relationship we have built over the past 17 months. There is no better place 

than right here for lasting friendships. Absolutely everyone from WCV, from Ed on 

down, have been so accommodating to this crazy group that I can't imagine a day without 

their sunshine.  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
My first week was great. You're right Pat, NJ...Everyone has certainly been so welcoming and 

accommodating. The things the Center does are amazing, and important! It's easy to 

understand why WCV has such a strong following. 

 

Comment: 
Welcome, Raina....I see you love bears, too!  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Yes, my avatar is of a past bear cub patient.  

 

Comment: 
Hi Raina--Have you ever been to Canada? If so-what part? Welcome aboard. ♥  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Never been to Canada, but I know you have some great wildlife!  
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Comment: 
Raina, Welcome aboard the CN/EN Express !!! Amanda had asked us to to explain how we 

became part of this phenomenon ~~ I just fell off the wagon from EN after the 3 Rock 

Stars arrived @ WCV and it has just morphed into CN/EN ~~ but it's great fun and 

educational . . . .  

 

Comment: 
Raina, If you followed the Rock Stars a bit, does that mean you have already been exposed to the 

online craziness here?  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Oh, warning to Raina: That's my mom.  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Hi Amanda's mom! Great to meet you. 

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Yes, I have been exposed...mildy.  

 

             ๏  ๏):  
And she can't type . . . .  

 

Comment: 
Hi Raina! Thanks for chatting with us today! Could you get Monty to move back in front of the 

cam? Have you tried handling the education animals yet?  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Yup. I started working with raptors and reptiles last week. Training continues tomorrow.  

 

Comment: 
lol Raina @1:22 - mildly exposed to our online craziness. That means she has built up antibodies 

and will know how to deal with us! COL  

 

Comment: 
Love, love, love the avatar!  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Me too! 

 

Comment: 
Welcome Raina - Can you tell us what your first couple weeks have been like?  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
My first couple of weeks have been so amazing...and I know the fun is just beginning. So far I've 

been working with Amanda, learning the ropes. I've followed the rehabbers and treatment 
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team a few times. I can't wait to start working with the animals more and start presenting 

our programs to the public.  

 

Comment: 
Hi Raina and welcome! Since you are from Jersey...are you a BRUCE fan???  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
I am not...I know, it's so taboo....  

 

Comment: 
What drew you to VA, weather, get away and strike out on your own or something entirely 

different, if I may ask and not sound to nosey.  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Great question...I'm from the seaside-suburb part of NJ. So mostly beaches and pinelands and 

shopping malls. My husband and I made a trip down to Charlottesville and LOVED the 

area. I'm a big outdoor-activity person, and the environment here is just totally different. 

And the people are so nice! Sorry NJ, but I do not miss road rage.  

 

Comment: 
And you can't tell people you're "going the Shore" without them looking at you weird.... Sounds 

like you had education as a naturalist?  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
My education is in the Liberal Arts, with some classwork in wildlife conservation and 

environmental studies. Most of my natural science knowledge comes from reading lots of 

books, hands-on experience and knowledge transfer from some of my wonderful 

colleagues at Cattus Island, and now here at the WCV.  

 

Comment: 
**hold for Raina****Hi Raina just wanted to say thank you for taking the time to let us know 

you a little....and WELCOME TO THE FAMILY !!!!!!!  

 

Comment: 
Welcome to your cyber fan club Raina!  

 

Comment: 
Welcome Raina - So seriously, what is the real Amanda like? Is she as "amazing" as she 

appears?  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Oh lord ... no need to answer that ...  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
We don't want them to know the "real" Amanda ...  
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Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Ha! She is pretty great. She's also my boss, so... 

 

Comment: 
I love this site because of what we can learn and pass on to others. Examples, feeding bread to 

fowl, best way to help a bird that hits a window, makes a person feel secure in what they 

try to do for wildlife.  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
I agree...I think our website is super informative, and it gives people easy access to information 

about what they can do to help wildlife. Sometimes, that means doing nothing at all!  

 

Comment: 
Raina when did you come to realize that wildlife would be part of your chosen career?  

 

Comment: 
Raina, our 19 special needs kids would like to know what caused you to be a Naturalist ~~ were 

you interested as a kid?  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
I always knew that I wanted to work in the wonderful world of wildlife.  

 

Comment: 
Hi Raina, are there any wildlife at the center that you have never worked with before. Thanks.  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Yes! I have not handled raptors or large mammal wildlife before. So it's been really interesting. 

Everyone has been wonderful about teaching me how to work with these animals though.  

 

Comment: 
Welcome Raina....is your position a permanent one or will you be with us for a limited time? Do 

you get to share an office with the AMAZING AMANDA?  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Permanent. And I'm in the outreach room with Lacey, part of our Development Team, and 

Chayton, the PEFA. 

 

Comment: 
So Raina, as a Naturalist at Cattus Island, did you have to handle the wildlife? If so, what kind of 

animals.  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Mostly reptiles and amphibians. Lots of snake and turtle experience!  
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Comment: 
Raina, what was your major in college? Did you get a job as a naturalist right away or have you 

had any other jobs in your post-grad career?  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
I've worked at a few non-profit organizations that were not wildlife related....education and legal 

services, to be specific. 

 

Comment: 
Raina: It seems as though your background will stand you in good stead for your job at WCV. 

What is your educational background? PS Multitasking is a prerequisite for anyone 

working at WCV.  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Multi-tasking keeps the day interesting! I'm not one for doing the same thing all day...I'll be 

wearing lots of different hats here as Outreach Coordinator, and I'm really looking 

forward to it all.  

 

Comment: 
Hi neighbor, I live in Pine Beach, NJ, just south of Toms River. Have never been to Cattus. 

Guess I need to check it out,  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
You absolutely do! Cattus Island is my "wildlife roots".  

 

Comment: 
Hi Raina, welcome to the wacky world of critter nation. I know that you will fit in perfectly and 

you are in good hands for training. Looking forward to meeting you at the Gala as I 

cannot make any of the open houses. Just watch out for Lydia, she can be on the wild side 

sometimes. :-)  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Thanks so much, Lois. I can see what you mean about Lydia! She's insisting on my shoe size...  

 

Comment: 
Amanda said we should tell why we are friends of WCV. Lots learned of WCV the day Buddy 

was taken in 2008, and have been supporting since then  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Thanks, Rose. t's great to know that Buddy is such a well loved member of the WCV critter 

crew. He's a great ambassador.  

 

Comment: 
Welcome to VA! You'll get use to pumping your own gas! I discovered WCV chat when 

following wildlife cams and trying to find out info about animals in Virginia. I am a real 

fan of WCV and love the friendly and informative people that are involved. Can't wait to 
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hear about your experiences with Buddy!! Have you met him up close yet? Has Butercup 

played ball with you ?  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Thanks, wren of NVa! WCV is a great place to learn about wildlife...super informative website, 

and super knowledgeable staff. And I haven't interacted with Buddy too much yet, but I 

am quite a fan of both him and Buttercup. Buddy is entertaining around feeding time, and 

Buttercup...well she's just Buttercup. She likes to put on a show. :)  

 

Comment: 
Yay!! just finished scrolling back and you're still on. Welcome to the Wacky World of Wildlife 

Wovers (lovers) Raina! we're so glad you're here.  

 

Comment: 
I'm late.... Welcome Raina! I hope you will love it here at WCV!  

 

Comment: 
Welcome aboard Raina ~ what a fun place to be ~ take care ~  

 

Comment: 
These cubbies need a clean pen....is this on the agenda for this week?  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Bear pen cleaning day is Sunday, I believe.  

 

Comment: 
Raina, Welcome.Is the bear in the pen with the Mont.Co. bear the one with the neurological 

problems? I may have missed the introduction of a third bear.  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Check out the What's New update to get more info on the 2nd 

bear....http://www.wildlifecenter.org/wp/2012/07/montogomery-black-bear-cub/  

 

Comment: 
Hi, Melon Question.....Are the sprinklers still being used in the bear pens and are they still 

getting melons? Thanks.  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Yes, the bears are still getting melons, and the misting system is still in place.  

 

Comment: 
That's why I couldn't find info on bear #3 .. doesn't have his own page. . . Thanks for pointing 

that out.  

 

 

 

http://www.wildlifecenter.org/wp/2012/07/montogomery-black-bear-cub/
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Comment: 
Hi Raina, I just sent the question about snakes, but forgot to type my name in! Welcome! What I 

like about WCV, besides their mission of caring for animals and educating the public, is 

the friendliness of the staff and the informative and many times hilarious chat!  

 

Comment: 
I became of fan of WCV after watching NBG cam in 2009 but did not post much till last year. 

Totally support all that WCV does, love all the mods, WCV staff, and my EN/CN 

friends.  

 

Comment: 
I like many through our tears followed the rock stars here from NBG. It has been wonderful. 

Soon many good people, A little crazy maybe, I like to say passionate.  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
I think passionate is a great way to describe it.  

 

Comment: 
Hi, Raina! Welcome! Amanda is training you well - "check the website" lol!  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Ha! It really is the best place to get all of the most up to date information. I think everyone 

should just have his/her homepage set to the "What's New" page. Then you'll never miss 

anything fun!  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Ooooh, GOOD answer!  

 

Comment: 
Raina...you will have to get Amanda and Randy to tell you how "passionate" we really are.....we 

here of a drill broke, we get a new one..we hear about needs, we donate....we here about a 

camera issues, we donate....we are wacky at times, but committed to your good works. 

We also worry at times, but Congo, MVK and Amanda keep us in check.  

 

Comment: 
Amanda is smiling over your answer, Raina!  

 

Comment: 
Love it, Raina! Perfect answer.  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Oh, I've heard the drill story! I think it's legendary...  
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Comment: 
What side of the mountain do you live now? Does your husband know sometimes animals might 

come home with you or are you going to surprise him? :>) Beautiful area in the fall and 

spring and winter and summer if you like the heat. :>)  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
I think I'll surprise him...  

 

Comment: 
Welcome Raina, Nice to see you again - I met you at the open house Sat afternoon. I has the 2 

roaming grandkids!  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Ah, Judi! So wonderful to see you on here. I think your grandkids had a fun time. Hopefully 

when you come out again, it won't be raining.  

 

Comment: 
Love your name Raina -- is it pronounced Rain-a? Just like it's spelled? What's the meaning or 

background of that name?  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Rain-uh.  

 

Comment: 
Amanda, looks like you have picked yourself winner!!!  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
:)  

 

Comment: 
Rain-uh.... we like you rain or shine :o)  

 

Comment: 
rain or shine-uh, bj!!  

 

Comment: 
Amanda, you mentioned the other day you had a photo of Raina and Edie. Is it handy for 

posting? Thanks.  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Ohhhh, I dunno, maybe we should make it a new website debut ... it's her staff photo for the 

"meet the staff" page. It's stunning.  
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Comment: 
Question for Raina: Does your job description include the requirement that occasionally you will 

have to wear some sort of fuzzy clown shoes?  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Great question. No fuzzy clown shoes were mentioned. Though, slippers were. And in response 

to the shoe size questions... size 6. 

 

Comment: 
ah, petite feet! :)  

 

Comment: 
Finally! The shoe size Thank You Raina! Now I will give you A+ too :)  

 

Comment: 
Raina....we are all thrilled that you have decided to join WCV. Welcome to the Online Family!  

 

Comment: 
Raina or Amanda - do you have an update on the status of the new bear doors?  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Apparently the parts will be ready and Aric will be out for installation in a couple of weeks (I 

think Dave said the week of September 10). Figured I'd take that one ... I don't think I've 

filled Raina in on Aric and his following yet! (I know, I know!!)  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Nope, I'm out of the loop on that one! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Oh, we will have to talk ... and look at photos ...  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Hmmm....I'm intrigued now...  

 

Comment: 
I'm popping late darn work!! Just wanted to say Welcome to WCV and CN Raina.. I will have to 

read back later.. As yo can see we are a bit WACKEY!! rain or shine-uh!! Love it.. Hope 

to meet you soon at the open house on Buddy day.. Make it a Great Day.. Back to work 

for me.. :)  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Great! Hope to see you there.  

 

Comment: 
Do you have pets at home? If so what kind?  
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Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Dog, cats and a horse.  

 

Comment: 
ahhhh Aric! you will enjoy meeting him, Raina!  

 

Comment: 
Aric is eye candy with a big heart!!!!  

 

Comment: 
Poor Aric. LOL Being talked about  

 

Comment: 
Whew just got on, will scroll later. Welcome Raina  

 

Comment: 
Hi Raina!! Welcome to WCV and the cast of EN/CN!  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Thanks for the warm welcome everyone! 

 

Comment: 
Hello Raina, Welcome to WCV. Glad you are still on. What a great place to learn about wildlife 

and the right things to do to help wildlife. Also what not to do!  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Thanks! And great point...sometimes doing nothing is the right thing! I like how you think,  

 

Comment: 
If Raina likes turtles I hope she has seen my all-time favorite release video. It is the one of the 

turtle being returned to its home environment, I believe 2010? It always brings a smile !!!  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
I haven't seen it yet...I'll have to check that out. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RqJnKqBg3hg&feature=share&list=UUsw0UspRWW81MX

v5AahViGA 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Good memory, wren -- a 2010 turtle, released in 2011!  

 

Comment: 
How about the 29 baby turtles released? That's a great one  

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RqJnKqBg3hg&feature=share&list=UUsw0UspRWW81MXv5AahViGA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RqJnKqBg3hg&feature=share&list=UUsw0UspRWW81MXv5AahViGA
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Comment: 
Wren of NVa, that one is wonderful! also the one of Dr Miranda witha bucket full of baby 

turtles, placing each on at a pond's edge.  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-

VTVheYt3HM&feature=share&list=UUsw0UspRWW81MXv5AahViGA  

 

Comment: 
(all these CN members loving the turtle releases must be on Amanda's favorites list now)  

 

Comment: 
OOps--I have a mtg to get to--Raina is was great meeting you online. Again, welcome. Nice 

online debut today!  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Thanks, Lydia! 

 

Comment: 
Job requirement #5002...be able to put your hands on obscure links at a moment's notice! 

Amanda is really really good at that.  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Awww, thank you. Years of producing some of those links ... but it appears as though Raina is 

already on track! Throwing those "what's new" links out ... and it should be even easier 

with the new site. Raina has seen some examples from the new site already!  

 

Comment: 
Oh not the bears...no I'll never get anything done! :) Welcome Raina...I hope you enjoy your 

time at WCV.  

 

Comment: 
Amanda or Congo--Could you please enlarge Rainas avatar. My eyes are bad today. It looks cute 

from what I see. Thanks  

 

 
Bear cub released by DGIF Black Bear Project Leader Jaime Sajecki in 2009. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-VTVheYt3HM&feature=share&list=UUsw0UspRWW81MXv5AahViGA%20
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-VTVheYt3HM&feature=share&list=UUsw0UspRWW81MXv5AahViGA%20
http://www.coveritlive.com/
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Comment: 
Awwww....what an adorable picture!!!! :) Welcome Raina!!  

 

Comment: 
Hi there Raina - had to go out for a while and just got back to the office in time to say thanks for 

answering about the birthday -  

 

Comment: 
Welcome Raina, thanks for sharing with us today.  

 

Comment: 
And the bear is taking QUITE the nap on cam for us this afternoon! HA!  

 

Comment: 
Raina it has been nice learning about you, I must get some work finished. I hope CN/EN/BN 

don’t scare you. It appears that WCV is a wonderful place to work and learn.  

 

Comment: 
Welcome aboard, Raina! It looks like you're a bear lover, too. Monty Bear looks so peaceful all 

stretched out for a nap. Actually, I'm rather envious. I wish I could take a nap right now 

after eating lunch.  

 

Comment: 
Raina's avatar cubbie is SO CUTE!!!!!!!!  

 

Comment: 
Thank you Raina for taking time to be here! You will be great!! Remember to wave at us when 

you are on cam!!  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Thanks! I'll try, but it's pretty hard when you have talons in one hand and a bird head (with a 

sharp beak) in the other! :) 

 

Comment: 
Hi Raina. I wanted the chance to say hello and welcome you to WCV! I can already tell you fit 

right in! Thanks for spending time with us today so we could learn about you. Good 

choice Amanda!  

 

Comment: 
Thanks Raina for your time today. You will be a special addition to the staff of WCV.  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Thanks again, everyone. It's wonderful meeting you all!  
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Comment: 
Hey...wait a minutes...is that Randy's big bear cub?  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Good eye! I do believe it might be -- this was one of two in summer 2009. Not sure which one. 

http://www.wildlifecenter.org/wp/2009/07/070709/  

 

Comment: 
Looks like I just missed Raina! My Biology students have had a ball watching the bear today. 

What a great way to introduce them to WCV.  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
I'm still here for now!  

 

Comment: 
Raina, Welcome and we are so glad you'll be a part of Critter Nation. When the eaglets from 

Norfolk came to the center last April '11, I followed them here and remain awed by the 

work done here as well as this great staff of professionals who care so much for these 

critters and us. I had no clue there was such a plethora of education about wildlife and 

their care that we'd learn from these fine folks. These fine folks are a whole lot of fun too 

along with their serious care of wildlife. Now..tell us about you and what brought you 

here. Sure hope you enjoy this new adventure as well as us (sometimes) crazies. We 

promise not to make you too nuts with us and our "requests"...or demands as Amanda 

might phrase it. LOL  

 

Comment: 
Why am I part of Critter Nation? The caring and information shared by WCV! the sharing, the 

honesty and integrity on the part of everyone from Ed Clark, to Randy, to Amanda... the 

entire staff - including vets, interns, externs, students, etc. I enjoy learning with and from 

everyone involved - and the outreach staff really has helped bring that to all of us. Raina, 

I hope you'll enjoy the weird sense of humor we all have, and help us get to know more 

about what goes on at WCV. (and in case Amanda hasn't mentioned it, watch your 

spelling and grammar in updates - I’m the "editor" who notices things!)  

 

Comment: 
Hi Raina! I'll likely see you Friday when I'm over there again... Meanwhile, a website question: 

On the current website, is it possible to find those stories about old patients from previous 

years without knowing their number, or some other arcane info? Will it, on the new 

website, be possible to do more looking back at old patients' stories more easily?  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
if you scroll to the bottom of the "What's New" page, there is a link called "In case you missed 

it..." You can find some of the older patient updates there. 

http://www.wildlifecenter.org/wp/news/whats-new/ 

 

http://www.wildlifecenter.org/wp/2009/07/070709/
http://www.wildlifecenter.org/wp/news/whats-new/
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I'm not sure what it will be like on the new site. Maybe Amanda has some insight with regard to 

that? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
We will have a search box on the new website -- so that should be helpful! But ... I'll also let you 

in on a secret ...  

 

Cong         ๏  ๏):  
No - don't tell secrets!  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Google search works just as well. The only reason I'm good at finding obscure posts is because I 

use google -- so a simple "wildlife Center of Virginia black bear cub 2009" took me to 

that story that I posted earlier.  

 

Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center: 

AMANDA! No secrets!  

 

             ๏  ๏):  
sigh . . . .  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
I am being helpful.  

 

Comment: 
Wow! Ain't Google wonderful!!!  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
So, Amanda, you're not superhuman, then? 

 

             ๏  ๏):  
No, she is Amazing . . .  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Well I didn't say that ... ha, no, I am definitely not superhuman.  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
CONGO is though ...  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
She doesn't sleep, you know.  

 

             ๏  ๏):  
Okay - I'm leaving . . .   
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Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center:  

I thought that EVERYTHING on the new website was going to be on the homepage ... in bright 

flashing lights ...  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Oh well, there is that strategy.  

 

Comment: 
She, Congo should wear a cape.  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
She should!  

 

Comment: 
Welcome Raina, Just got home from work and have to go back but I wanted to say hello. I am a 

lurker most of the time but have been watching since the Rock Stars came to WCV and 

have never left. Thank you for telling us about yourself.  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Obviously a lot of people are/were Rock Star followers. Great to know! 

 

Comment: 
Hi Raina! I'm mostly a lurker, but I come here every day and watch the cam and read the 

moderated chat. I love it here, and I've been here ever since the Rock Stars, too!  

 

Comment: 
That's us, Eagle Nation, we LOVE the NBG 3!!!!  

 

Comment: 
Hi Raina, I first found out about WCV when Buddy was taken there, and they haven't been able 

to get rid of me since!!!! From what I've read I think you'll fit in fine...Welcome!!!  

 

Comment: 
Raina that's how we started-when they got the Rockstars they got us too. WCV has been 

thanking us ever since-especially Ed COL.  

 

Comment: 
In terms of starting at CN - I, like many others followed the eaglets here from the Botanical 

Gardens, I have watched the cam off and on daily - and sometimes for many hours at a 

time to see what the critters are doing. Through the WCV I had learned a great deal about 

animals and their life. I have through the webcam develpoed friendships from all over the 

world.  

 

Comment: 
Welcome Raina to the most magical place on earth! We laugh, we cry, we laugh some more, we 

donate and then we donate some more! We are funny, compassionate, passionate and 
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kind! Some of us worry more than others. This is a place to learn and make friends of the 

animal kind and human kind! We love WCV! We love animals: the animal kind and the 

human kind. Welcome to a wonderful place.  

 

Comment: 
Welcome Raina. My life has changed so much, for the better, since I became a member of 

EN/CN. I've learned so much about all facets of wildlife and have a family of friends that 

I'll always treasure. You'll be a great asset to WCV I'm sure.  

 

Comment: 
I learned about WCV the day the Rock Stars were admitted Addicted to it now, love all the 

wildlife. We even learned from Ed the proper way to 'eat a mouse!'  

Comment: 
The first day I ever heard of WCV was when the Rock Stars were removed from their nest, 

brought to WCV and I came along too ... still here!  

 

Comment: 
I too found WCV, and it's wonderful staff and "cast of characters", after the three eaglets 

lovingly called "The Rock Stars" were brought there, and those poor people were 

bombarded with emails and calls from thousands of crazy "Eagle Parents"!!! lol 

However, it has turned out to be a wonderful partnership. We have learned so much here 

about wildlife, and the knowledge has been spread far and wide. We are so happy to have 

you join our ranks! ;o)  

 

Comment: 
Welcome Raina: I started watching the WCV at the time the NBG nest was moved. I love seeing 

the wildlife up close and personal on the webcams, especially the raptors and the bears. 

The blogs are fun thanks to moderators and WCV staff. I am sure you will continue that 

tradition!  

 

Comment: 
For Raina: Top Reasons I Enjoy Being a Member of CN: •It is okay to be a lurker. •I learn 

something new every day…and learn many things most days. •The mods and staff are 

wonderful, kind, knowledgeable, generous with their time and all have a good sense of 

humor…and Amanda spoils us. •The CN members feel like a group of good friends with 

a common interest. •I can ‘scroll back’ every day to stay caught up with ‘the happenings’. 

•I love animals and get to watch close up views of so many different kinds. I get to see 

that animals have very different & great personalities. •WCV shares good and bad with 

us. This makes it real even if we hate the bad news. •Mods don’t post the nasty/rude 

comments. I appreciate that the few nasty/rude folks don’t get the satisfaction of being 

posted. •It is great to have the kids in the classrooms participate. They have great 

questions (and great teachers!) •Mods/staff here share a bit about themselves. That really 

is great & makes it feel so welcoming. •When things are slow on cam, we are allowed to 

go off topic on occasion. •MVK is a treasure & her evening classes are wonderful, fun 

and educational. •Congowings is a delightful, ever-present guardian angel of the blog, & 

creator of the fabulous calendars! •Ed is humorous & levelheaded. He keeps us in line & 
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provides a rational perspective when CN gets a bit crazy about ‘issues’. He answers many 

questions about pets and critter issues CN members are having at home. And reminds us 

to Donate!  

 

Comment: 
My list could have many more reasons that I enjoy the WCV and the WCV blog, but it is getting 

rather long. I have not yet mentioned all of your dedicated staff past and present, the 

delightful education animals, the tracking of NX, the videos, the photos, and on and on 

and on!!! Thank you for sharing your world with us. WELCOME to CN Raina. I am 

looking forward to getting to know you. How did your first week at WCV go? Were there 

any surprises so far? (I normally am a lurker each day but wanted to say hello, welcome 

you and share why I love this blog.  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
It's really wonderful hearing why everyone is a part of Critter Nation, and why people are so 

devoted to the WCV!  

 

Comment: 
Raina..WELCOME!! Just stopping in to welcome you, and to add , that you muuuust be the 

PERFECT fit for WCV, or you would not be there now! How fortunate for all:) God 

bless all you endeavors!!  

 

Comment: 
One of my favorite WCV patient stories was a snake being choked by a human hair.  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
I love that story!! http://www.wildlifecenter.org/wp/2011/07/ring-necked-snake/  

 

Comment: 
Raina, here is new question, and one asked very often..how many of us are on here with you 

today?  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Over 500.  

 

Comment: 

Raina, I guess you'll be doing lots of traveling and outreach programs. Will your schedule be 

posted somewhere so if you're in the area, your fans can 'catch' your presentation?  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
A lot of the programs I'll present will not be open to the public. But if something is open to the 

public, and we're advertising it, I'll be sure to let you know.  

 

 

 

 

http://www.wildlifecenter.org/wp/2011/07/ring-necked-snake/
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Comment: 
I think I first donated to WCV back in 2009 (?) when a bear from Fauquier County (where i live) 

was rescued and brought there for rehab. But I’ve been passionately involved since the 

Rock Stars came.  

 

Comment: 
Hi Raina -- I'll have to read back, work got in the way, but welcome to WCV. I've been amazed 

at how quickly everyone there welcomed the 'unique' EN people last year with their 

WCV superpowers -- create a nest for the rock stars, a blog for info and jimmy-rig an 

online camera in pretty much just hours! That's why I love this place -- you can feel how 

dedicated they all are for animal care and education by the way they dedicate their energy 

to everything. (Plus I LOVE the great humor everyone has!)  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Everyone does seem to have a really great sense of humor! Thanks for checking in, Patti.  

 

Comment: 
Our 19 special needs kids all have small teddy bears and they are waving bear-paws at you, 

Raina, wishing you well in this new endeavor! Good Bye!  

 

Comment: 
Must go now. Thanks for being with us today Raina. You'll do just great @ your job @ WCV. 

Can already tell that you're special. ♥  

 

Comment: 
Enjoyed our chat time this afternoon! Now I must get some work done! Hope you can feel the 

warmth of our welcome?  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Such an incredibly warm welcome!  

 

Comment: 
Welcome Raina! So glad to have you on board and look forward to seeing more of you. Thanks 

for being here and I have to agree with all the postings on why I'm here - a great group of 

folks!  

 

Comment: 
Welcome aboard Raina ~~ I am a member of CN because I fell off the wagon !!! No, not really, 

just a natural outgrowth from EN when the Rock Stars arrived @ WCV and things just 

"morphed" !!! LOVE IT ALL THOUGH !!!  

 

Comment: 
Welcome Raina and hold on your hat for the experience known as CN/EN and most importantly 

WWN (Worry Wart Nation) Amanda may have mentioned to you that we tend to worry 

(at times). It is wonderful to meet you, you must be top notch to be a part of WCV and 

we look forward to learning from you!  
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Comment: 
You did good Amanda! Doesn't appear that we will scare off Raina! I am also a rock star 

follower that has never left as there is so much to learn here. I am a wildlife enthusiast 

(go every weekend to Susquehanna or Susquehannock State Park looking for wildlife) 

and have learned so much from this site including respect for our wildlife. This place 

rocks and you will love working there! I also heard that they have lots of goodies hanging 

around...........LOL! Our mods are wonderful too - Congo and MVK has night classes! So 

many good reasons to stay here!  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Congo and MVK seem great. I look forward to interacting with them more!  

 

Comment: 
Raina, today's warm welcome is the honeymoon. Just don't put the incorrect amount of water in a 

patient tub. :)  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Ha! Fair enough...I'll keep that in mind. :)  

 

Raina Krasner, WCV:  
Well, thank you everyone for such a lovely introduction to Critter Nation. I'm having a 

wonderful time so far in my new position as Outreach Coordinator, and this was just the 

cherry on top :) I'm heading out now! I'll talk to you all again soon.  

 

Comment: 
Bye Raina...have a good afternoon. Nice to meet you  

 

Comment: 
Byeeeeee, Hugz and Blessing a Million.  

 

Comment: 
Thanks for visiting with us today, Raina. Come back often!  

 

Comment: 
Bye Raina!!! It was nice "meeting" you and "talk" to you soon!! :)  

 

Comment: 
Bye, Raina. Welcome...and looking forward to seeing you on chat again soon !  

 

Comment: 
Hi Raina. Welcome to WCV and CN. I used to live in Brick NJ and loved Cattus Island Park. 

Looking forward to getting to know you. WCV is the best!  
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Comment: 
Hi Raina, I have been a followers since the Rock Stars were rescued. I love the site and all the 

information they provide on each patient and how they help it and then release it back 

into the wild. Have a great time at the Center.  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Hope everyone enjoyed meeting Raina -- that was an epic session! Our volunteer archivist will 

be archiving this at some point -- so you can refer back if you forget Raina's favorites, or 

shoe size, or whatever. :)  

 

Comment: 
Thanks Raina for taking time to be with us today.  

 

Comment: 
We promise to try not to be too hard to get along with - but you should know that along with 

being Critter nation - - we are also known for being WWN - worry wart nation - is there 

too much water in the tub - not enough water in the tub - enough meeces! need a towel or 

blankie - COL  

 

Comment: 
Hi Raina I don't have a question I just want to welcome you to the critter nation and to say why I 

love WCV! I love WCV because Amanda, Ed and all the staff who lend their time to 

educating us make us better people and nurture or dreams. I'm still a student and to know 

that professionals believe I have something worthwhile to offer is amazing to me. 

Moreover I love that we get to truly feel connected to patients and to feel as though we 

make a real contribution to helping them through caring for critters and other projects!  

 

Comment: 
I had left my post last night, figuring you'd be gone be the time I was able to get in here today, 

but you're still here, so I’ll say my welcome in "person"!  

 

Comment: 
Welcome to EN/CN from a WVEC Mod  

 

Comment: 
What Lexie Blue Sky said, doubled!!!  

 

Comment: 
Bye, Raina, thank you for spending your time (and info) with us!  

 

Comment: 
Hi Raina - nice to "meet" you!  

 

Comment: 
I've met both Congowings and MVK in person...they are wonderful, sweet, knowledgeable, 

calm, patient, funny...just like their personas on the blog!  
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Comment: 
Raina - thanks for being with us today. And Amanda - thanks for the bears today!!!  

 

Comment: 
Raina, one thing to remember is that Congowings' bark is worse than her bite. :-)  

 

Comment: 
Hey - where is that blankie?!!  

 

Comment: 
Thank you Amanda and Raina for an outstanding visit today.  

 

Comment: 
You will surely be an asset to WCV. Don't forget the NX update  

 

Comment: 
Welcome Raina from England, as I am just settling down to watch the paralypmic opening 

ceremony  

 

Comment: 
By the way, this is the bear's story that first brought me to WCV 

http://www2.starexponent.com/news/2009/jul/25/its_a_bear_out_there-ar-333325/ ... and 

amazingly, this is the baby bear that Randy's Bear Story is about, as i only learned 

recently!  

 

Comment: 
Welcome RAINA to the staff of WCV. I am so happy for you that you were hired in such an 

amazing place. I am glad you are there to help Amanda and Randy (so he doesn't bang 

his head too often). Take care and thank you for your Birthdate.  

 

Comment: 
Well, I look forward to meeting you at the GALA!!  

 

Comment: 
Yeah, what LexieBlueSky said!! absolutely agree with every single point!  

 

Comment: 
Welcome Raina. Thank you for spending so much time with us and sharing so much of yourself 

... birthdate, shoe size, not being a BRUCE fan, and your experience with life and 

wildlife. We are going to have a great time with you.  

 

Comment: 
Hi Raina, I'm from Kearny. I never knew of the place you worked at before WCV. I will check it 

out very soon. On Saturday, I am going to tour a raptor rehab place in central NJ, that I 

only just found out about a few weeks ago. Never knew there were so many places like 

this in NJ.  

http://www2.starexponent.com/news/2009/jul/25/its_a_bear_out_there-ar-333325/
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Comment: 
I had to work today so couldn't post a comment while Raina was in the chat room but I wanted to 

welcome her to WCV and to the craziness called "CN". Why did I come to this site? 

Because of Buddy but at that time there was no moderated chat, that came when the 

"Rock Stars" came to WCV and oh my, how that changed things for everyone, especially 

those at WCV. We have come a long, long way since last year. Oh we still worry a bit. 

Jakermo is the primary leader of the WWN, I'm sort of her stand-in when she can't be 

here. COL! I love the patience shown by everyone at WCV and the mods are wonderful 

Ed and Randy are very quick to say "THANK YOU" when we donate and that makes us 

want to donate more! We can be a little crazy at times but we do it out of love for animals 

and we do tend to wrap the staff at WCV in our love. Welcome and enjoy your new 

world.  

 


